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iUniverse, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Sean O Reilly is a wee Irishman who loves just three things-sleeping, two Irish
ngers of liquid refreshment, and telling tales about the adventures of Sean and Himself, an eight-
inch-tall leprechaun with an infectious grin and amicable nature that hide his cunning and crafty
side. After Sean captures Himself, he soon realizes he just needs one thing to make his life complete-
the pot of gold the tiny leprechaun possesses. Like Sean, Himself loves to natter over times that
were, are, and have yet to be, but of all the wee folk, Himself is the most industrious as he toils
making fairy shoes. The gold he receives is stored in a large crock-a vessel that every mortal is after,
including Sean. For centuries, mankind has coveted the gold, and each time, Himself has bested the
mortal men. Known for his sneaky ways and vivid imagination, Himself is not about to give up easily
and will ght tooth and nail to keep his treasure. As Sean and Himself embark on one unforgettable
journey after another, a friendship between two adversaries comes alive, bringing each more...
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV-- Ila  Pfeffer  IV

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski
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